
 

 

 

 
Private Sector Affiliated and Attached Medical and 

Dental Colleges for admissions in to MBBS/BDS session 2021-22 

 

Guidelines and Instructions for Provisional Selected Candidates 

1. This merit list is absolutely provisional and is subject to correction/revision/amendment in case of any 

error, omission, lapse, mistake, fraud or misrepresentation that occurs or is brought to the notice of 

University Authorities within due time. 

2. Errors and omissions are accepted. 

3. In case of any discrepancy, candidates are advised to contact NUMS within 48 hours for rectification 

through email on admissions.query@numspak.edu.pk. After that no complaint will be entertained. 

4. The University shall prepare college-wise and Program-wise Provisional Lists of candidates. There shall 

be separate lists for MBBS and BDS which shall be displayed on University official website as per notified 

schedule. A student having not applied to a given program shall not be entitled to admission to such 

program. 

5. No intimation whatsoever about selection/non-selection will be sent individually by the university. The 

applicants are advised to be vigilant and carefully find out their names in the selection lists according 

to their merit displayed on NUMS website. 

6. College will inform about selection of each applicant who are on merit list (as per sequence of aggregate 

merit) through email and telephone. Applicants will report to that college for admission along with 

original identity and academic documents. 

7. The selected applicant shall have to deposit their fee after securing position in merit list within due 

date, failing which the provisional admission will be deemed cancelled and the next applicant on the 

waiting merit list will be offered admission in order to facilitate timely completion of admission process. 

8. Confirmation of admission will be with subject to the scrutiny and verification of original identity, PMC 

result and academic documents by the respective College. 

9. The university shall cancel any provisional admission where the credentials of a student are not verified. 

10. The admissions shall be completed by 30 January 2022 
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